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Abstract A new topology for achieving high leakage inductance in inserted-shunt integrated magnetic planar transformers is 

proposed. In the proposed topology, two one-segment shunts are placed across the planar E-core air gap and between the primary 

and secondary windings. The proposed topology benefits using solid inexpensive ferrite shunts, making manufacturing easier. A 

detailed mathematical model is derived from which a design methodology is developed, providing accurate estimation for the 

leakage and magnetising inductances. The theoretical analysis has been verified using finite-element analysis and experimental 

implementation. AC resistance analysis and efficiency comparison are also presented for the proposed topology and a recent 

topology with inserted-segmental-shunt, which shows the proposed topology provides higher efficiency because of lower AC 

resistance. In addition, an isolated LLC resonant converter is designed and built to investigate the performance of the proposed 

topology in practice. The three magnetic components needed for the designed LLC resonant converter is integrated in a single 

planar transformer using the proposed topology and the converter operates properly.  

 
Index Terms—High-permeability materials, integrated magnetic transformer, LLC resonant converter, segmental shunt, solid shunt.

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ARD-SWITCHED pulse-width-modulated (PWM) 

converters such as the buck and boost converters cannot 

be operated at high frequency under continuous conduction 

mode (CCM) since they suffer from high switching losses under 

high-frequency operation. Hence, their switching frequency 

needs to be limited to achieve high efficiency, leading to lower 

power density [1-5]. Research has attempted to provide a soft-

switching capability for hard-switched converters; however, 

solutions are mainly based on adding various auxiliary circuits 

to the topology of the hard-switched converters, which 

increases their complexity and cost [6-8].  

Resonant converters are displacing traditional hard-switched 

converters because they benefit from soft-switching capability 

inherently and can provide high efficiency at high frequency 

operation [9]. Amongst resonant converters, the interest in the 

LLC topology, shown in Fig. 1, has increased because of its 

excellent soft-switching performance, low voltage stress of 

switching devices and integration of magnetic components [10-

12]. As shown in Fig. 1, an isolated LLC converter needs 

multiple magnetic components consisting of a series (also 

known as “resonant”) inductor, a parallel inductor and a 

transformer.  

To increase the power density and efficiency, and decrease 

the cost of an LLC converter, its magnetic components can be 

integrated into a single magnetic transformer. An auxiliary 

winding can be added to the transformer for integration of 
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transformer and inductor cores [13-16]. In this structure, the 

winding of the series inductor is coiled around one leg of 

transformer core and primary and secondary windings are on 

other legs.  

Another way to integrate the required series inductance into 

the transformer is to produce a design-specific core geometry 

or add an auxiliary core to a standard-geometry transformer and 

merge either the primary winding or secondary winding with 

the winding of series inductor [14, 17-20]. Even though the 

required series inductance can be integrated into the 

transformer using this method, this approach requires a new, 

bespoke transformer core for each design.  

In [21], the primary and secondary windings are looped 

around the outer-left and outer-right legs of the transformer and 

an air gap is inserted into the centre leg of the E-core to achieve 

a controllable leakage inductance. Although a simple multi-

layer PCB with minimal complexity can be used as the 

windings, the transformer has a large footprint since the 

windings extend outside the transformer core. In addition, the 

AC resistance is high in this design, and leakage and 

magnetising inductances are not decoupled and cannot be 

designed separately.   

A lower AC resistance and controllable leakage inductance 
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Fig. 1. Topology of the half-bridge LLC resonant converter.  
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can be achieved with an interleaved or a semi-interleaved 

windings structure and core shape of the transformer [22, 23]. 

However, the winding structure is complicated in these 

approaches and the leakage and magnetising inductances are 

not decoupled and affect each other’s value which makes the 

design process more complicated. In addition, the windings are 

looped around the outer legs, leading to lower power density. 

The leakage inductance of a typical wound-core transformer 

can be selected by design and used as the series inductance of 

the LLC topology [24-26]. However, flexibility of design is 

limited in this method since the leakage inductance is mainly 

affected by the geometry of the core and windings and thus 

cannot be regulated for different values easily. 

Some magnetic sheets can be also added between layers of 

windings to integrate the magnetic components by enhancing 

the leakage inductance (as a result of increasing energy stored 

in the window area) [27]. However, this approach suffers from 

lower efficiency due to the high eddy-current losses in the 

windings and low flexibility in design. In addition, a high 

leakage inductance cannot be designed in this structure.  

An LLC resonant converter with high series inductance can 

provide high voltage gain within a narrow operating frequency 

range, which is needed for applications with wide input voltage 

range. Therefore, the increase of leakage inductance, which is 

the series (resonant) inductance in an LLC topology, is an 

important consideration in integrated transformers [27, 28]. 

Inserting a low-permeability magnetic shunt in the centre of a 

planar transformer while its primary and secondary windings 

are separated (by being located above and below the magnetic 

shunt) can provide a high leakage inductance and provides 

greater and more precise control of its value [29-31]. This 

topology also benefits from the advantages of planar 

transformers, viz high power density, improved cooling 

capability, modularity and manufacturing simplicity. In this 

topology, all three magnetic components of an isolated LLC 

converter can be integrated in a single planar transformer. Even 

though this structure enhances the leakage inductance and 

allows for its value to be estimated precisely, the inserted shunt 

must have a specific and unusually low permeability, leading 

the design and manufacturing to difficulty and higher cost.  

A new topology is suggested in [32-34] to overcome this 

problem. These structures, are formed by interleaving highly 

permeable ferrite with thin plastic spacers to form segmental 

magnetic shunts. Fig. 2(a) shows this topology when a two-

segment shunt is used and this topology with five-segment 

shunt can also be found in [32, 33]. In this structure, a shunt 
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Fig. 2. The inserted-shunt integrated planar transformer. (a) Schematic of inserted-segmental-shunt topology. (b) Schematic of proposed topology. (c) Reluctance

model of inserted-segmental-shunt topology. (d) Reluctance model of proposed topology. 
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with the same bulk permeability as the conventional design 

(which uses a low-permeability shunt) is approximated by 

regulating the length of the air gaps between segments across 

the high-permeability shunt. Although this structure eliminates 

the need for shunts with specific permeabilities and dimensions, 

the inserted shunt has multiple segments and has to be placed 

in between two E-cores which makes the implementation 

difficult.  

To address this issue, a new structure shown in Fig. 2(b) is 

proposed in this paper. In the proposed topology, two solid 

shunts are placed on the front and back (x-y plane) of a planar 

transformer while primary and secondary windings are 

separated by being located above and below the shunts such that 

some of the primary winding generated flux is shunted away 

from the secondary winding in order to realise the leakage 

inductance. The bulk permeability of the shunts is regulated by 

changing their distance from the core (ℓs). Therefore, not only 

does the proposed structure benefit from using high-

permeability materials for the shunts but its inserted shunts also 

do not need to be segmental and can be located easier. The 

proposed structure is analysed and modelled and a design 

guideline is also provided. The theoretical analysis is verified 

by comparison with finite-element analysis (FEA) simulation 

and experimental measurements. The AC resistance analysis 

and efficiency comparison for the proposed structure and a 

recent structure with inserted-segmental-shunt presented in [32, 

33] are provided. In addition, in order to examine the 

performance of the proposed structure in practice, an isolated 

LLC resonant converter using the proposed integrated 

transformer is implemented and investigated. The prototype 

proves that the proposed structure can integrate all three 

magnetic components of an LLC converter in a single planar 

transformer.  

The paper is organised as follows: the modelling of the 

proposed inserted-solid-shunt integrated transformer is 

presented in section II. In Section III, a simulation study is 

provided to show the accuracy of the theoretical analysis. 

Experimental results are provided in Section IV to validate 

theoretical and finite-element analyses and integration 

capability of the proposed structure. The conclusion of the work 

is finally presented in Section V.  

II. PROPOSED INTEGRATED MAGNETIC TRANSFORMERS 

The topology of an inserted-segmental-shunt integrated 

planar transformer presented in [32, 33] and its reluctance 

model are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (c), respectively. As shown, 

a segmental shunt is inserted between the E-cores in line with 

air gap, and the primary and secondary windings are separated 

by being placed above and below the segmental shunt. In this 

topology, the leakage inductance can be regulated by changing 

the thickness of the shunt, 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ, and the shunt air gap length, ℓs, 
and the magnetising inductance can be regulated by air gap 

length, ℓg, separation between the E-cores. This topology 

guarantees a high leakage inductance and accurate estimation 

of its value. However, the difficulty with this topology is 

locating the segmental shunt in between the E cores and 

requiring a segmental shunt (minimum two segments), which 

results in manufacturing difficulty. To address this issue, a new 

topology for the integrated transformer is proposed, which 

benefits from overlaying the solid shunt across the E-core air 

gap and thereby simplifying manufacture. 

The schematic of the proposed topology and its reluctance 

model are shown in Figs. 2(b) and (d), respectively. In the 

proposed topology, two solid shunts are placed on the front and 

back of a planar transformer and between the primary and 

secondary windings which are separated by being located at 

opposite sides away from the magnetic shunts. The air gap ℓg 

is inserted in between the E-cores to regulate magnetising 

inductance and the air gap ℓs is added in between the shunts and 

E-cores to regulate the leakage inductance. As shown in Fig. 2, 

the proposed topology provides the same reluctance model as 

the inserted-segmental-shunt topology but its inserted shunts 

are not segmental and can be placed easily.  

One might think that inserting one solid low-permeability 

shunt between two E-cores (presented in [31]) would be easier 

than overlaying two identical solid shunts on the front and back 

of the transformer.  However, manufacturing a solid shunt from 

low-permeability materials (e.g. a powder core) is harder and 

more expensive than manufacturing a solid shunt based on 

high-permeability materials like ferrite. In addition, low-

permeability magnetics have temperature-dependent 

permeability, leading to unstable leakage inductance. 

In the following, the modelling of the proposed structure is 

discussed for estimation of the leakage and magnetising 

inductances.  

Equation (1) can be used to calculate the leakage 

inductance, 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 . 

𝐸𝐸 =
1

2
�𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =

1

2
𝐿𝐿lk𝐼𝐼P2 (1) 

where 𝑉𝑉 is the cuboid that incorporates the magnetic shunt, 

windows area and windings, 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃 is the RMS of primary current, 𝐵𝐵 is the flux density and 𝐵𝐵 is the magnetic field intensity. 

From (1), to calculate the leakage inductance, the energy 

stored in the windows area, and the primary and secondary 

 
Fig. 3. MMF distribution for the proposed structure.  
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windings, alongside the inserted shunts need to be calculated. 

Therefore, the energy stored in each part is calculated 

separately in the following and then the total leakage inductance 

can be obtained by summation of energies and from (1).  

A. Leakage energy stored in window area 

The magnetomotive force (MMF) of each layer of the 

primary winding, 𝔉𝔉P, may be obtained from (2), where 𝑘𝑘P is the 

number of turns in each layer of the primary winding.  𝔉𝔉P = 𝑘𝑘P𝐼𝐼P (2) 

If 𝑖𝑖P and 𝑖𝑖S are the number of layers of the primary and 

secondary windings, respectively, then the MMF within the 

window area, 𝔉𝔉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , is equal to 𝑖𝑖P𝔉𝔉P and the magnetic field 

intensity within the air area, 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , may be obtained by (3).   

𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =
𝑖𝑖P𝔉𝔉P𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤  (3) 

where 𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤  is the width of the winding area (defined in Fig. 2(b)). 

From (1), the stored energy of leakage inductance in air area, 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , (defined in Fig. 3) can be calculated as (4). 

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =
1

2
𝜇𝜇0𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤� 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎2 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥P−𝑥𝑥s  (4) 

where 𝑤𝑤c is the core depth and 𝑥𝑥P and 𝑥𝑥S are the distances from 

the primary and secondary windings to centre of the 

transformer, respectively, shown in Fig. 3. By substituting (2) 

and (3) into (4), 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  can be calculated as (5). 

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝜇𝜇0𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖P2𝑘𝑘P2𝐼𝐼P2𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤 (𝑥𝑥P + 𝑥𝑥S)        (5) 

B. Leakage energy stored in primary and secondary windings  

According to the MMF distribution presented in Fig. 3 

(obtained based on method outlined in [26, 29, 30]), the stored 

energy in PCB layers of primary and secondary windings can 

be calculated. Ouyang et al [26] proved that energy stored in the 

primary and secondary windings may be obtained as (6) and 

(7), respectively. 

𝐸𝐸P =
1

6
𝜇𝜇0 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤 𝑘𝑘P2[ℎ∆P(2𝑖𝑖P3 − 3𝑖𝑖P2 + 𝑖𝑖P) + 2ℎP𝑖𝑖P3]𝐼𝐼P2 (6) 

𝐸𝐸S =
1

6
𝜇𝜇0 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤 𝑘𝑘S2[ℎ∆S(2𝑖𝑖S3 − 3𝑖𝑖S2 + 𝑖𝑖S) + 2ℎS𝑖𝑖S3]𝐼𝐼S2 (7) 

In (6) and (7), ℎP and ℎS are defined as the thickness of the PCB 

tracks of the primary and secondary windings, respectively, and ℎ∆P  and ℎ∆S  are defined as the thickness of PCB insulation 

layers of the primary and secondary windings, respectively.  

C. Leakage energy stored in magnetic shunts  

The energy stored in the shunts can be calculated by the 

method outlined by Ansari et al [32, 33]. The reluctance model 

of the proposed topology is presented in Fig. 2(d), where ℛ𝑔𝑔1, ℛ𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 and ℛ𝑔𝑔2 are air gap reluctances, ℛ𝐶𝐶1, ℛ𝐶𝐶2 and ℛ𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  are core 
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Fig. 4. The calculated leakage and magnetising inductance versus thickness of the shunt. (a) For different E-core air gaps (ℓg). (b) For different distances from 

shunts to cores (ℓs). Core: E32/6/20/R-3F4, ℓg and ℓs in mm, 𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠ℎ=2.5mm, 𝑁𝑁P=10, 𝑁𝑁S=2, 𝑖𝑖P=5, 𝑖𝑖S=2, 𝑘𝑘P=2, 𝑘𝑘S=1, 𝑥𝑥P= 𝑥𝑥S=1.5mm.  
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reluctances and ℛ𝑆𝑆 is shunt reluctance and they can be 

calculated by (8)-(14). In the reluctance modelling presented in 

Fig. 2(d), it is assumed both shunts are located at the same 

distance from the cores (ℓs), and therefore they can be 

considered only one shunt but with double thickness (2𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ).  

ℛ𝐶𝐶1 =
ℓ𝐶𝐶1𝜇𝜇0𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐 (8) 

ℛ𝐶𝐶2 =
ℓ𝐶𝐶2𝜇𝜇0𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐 (9) 

ℛ𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
ℓ𝐶𝐶1𝜇𝜇0𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 (10) 

ℛ𝑆𝑆 =
𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤

2𝜇𝜇0𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠ℎ (11) 

ℛ𝑔𝑔1 =
ℓ𝑔𝑔𝜇𝜇0𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐 (12) 

ℛ𝑔𝑔2 =
ℓ𝑠𝑠𝜇𝜇0𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ (13) 

ℛ𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =
ℓ𝑔𝑔𝜇𝜇0𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 (14) 

where 𝜇𝜇0, 𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎 and 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 are the permeability of the air, and the 

relative permeability of the core and shunt, respectively. 𝐴𝐴C is 

the core effective cross-sectional area and the definition of other 

quantities can be found in Fig. 2(b). According to the reluctance 

model presented in Fig. 2(d) and method outlined by Ansari et 

al [32, 33], leakage inductance due to the inserted magnetic 

shunts referred to the primary side and magnetising inductance 

for the proposed topology can be calculated by (15) and (16), 

respectively.  

𝐿𝐿lk−shunt =
4𝑁𝑁P2ℛ𝐸𝐸 + 2(ℛ𝑆𝑆 + ℛ𝐴𝐴 + ℛ𝐵𝐵)

 (15) 

𝐿𝐿m =
2𝑁𝑁P2(ℛ𝑆𝑆 + ℛ𝐴𝐴 + ℛ𝐵𝐵)ℛ𝐸𝐸(ℛ𝐸𝐸 + 2(ℛ𝑆𝑆 + ℛ𝐴𝐴 + ℛ𝐵𝐵))

 (16) 

where 𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃 is primary turns number (𝑖𝑖P𝑘𝑘P) and 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 can be 

defined as   ℛ𝐸𝐸 = ℛ𝐶𝐶1 + ℛ𝐶𝐶2 + 2ℛ𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + ℛ𝐶𝐶 + ℛ𝐷𝐷 (17) 

and ℛ𝐴𝐴, ℛ𝐵𝐵, ℛ𝐶𝐶  and ℛ𝐷𝐷 are defined as follows:-  

ℛ𝐴𝐴 =
ℛ𝑔𝑔22ℛ𝑔𝑔1 + 2ℛ𝑔𝑔2 (18) 

ℛ𝐵𝐵 =
ℛ𝑔𝑔222ℛ𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 + 2ℛ𝑔𝑔2 (19) 

ℛ𝐶𝐶 =
ℛ𝑔𝑔1ℛ𝑔𝑔2ℛ𝑔𝑔1 + 2ℛ𝑔𝑔2 (20) 

ℛ𝐷𝐷 =
2ℛ𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔ℛ𝑔𝑔22ℛ𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 + 2ℛ𝑔𝑔2 (21) 

From (1), (5)-(7) and (15), the total leakage inductance of the 

proposed topology may be obtained by (22). 

𝐿𝐿lk = 2𝜇𝜇0𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐 𝑁𝑁P2𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤 (𝑥𝑥P + 𝑥𝑥S) +
4𝑁𝑁P2ℛ𝐸𝐸 + 2(ℛ𝑆𝑆 + ℛ𝐴𝐴 + ℛ𝐵𝐵)

 

+
1

3
𝜇𝜇0 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤 𝑘𝑘P2𝑖𝑖P2 � �ℎ∆𝑎𝑎 �2𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 − 3 +

1𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎� + 2ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎�𝑎𝑎=𝑃𝑃,𝑆𝑆  (22) 

Therefore, (16) and (22) can be used to design an integrated 

 
 (a) 

  
(b) 

Fig. 6. FEA simulation results of the proposed topology. (a) Magnetic field intensity. (b) Magnetic flux density vectors. Core: E32/6/20/R-3F4. 
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transformer according to the required magnetising and leakage 

inductances.  

To demonstrate the fidelity of control achievable with the 

proposed topology, the calculated leakage and magnetising 

inductances for the proposed topology for different thickness of 

the shunt, 𝑡𝑡sh, and air-gap lengths, ℓg and ℓs, are presented in 

Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen that the 

magnetising inductance is only influenced by air-gap length 

between cores (ℓg) and is not significantly affected by changing 

the thickness of the shunt and ℓs. On the other hand, the leakage 

inductance is mainly affected by the distance between shunts 

and cores (ℓs) and also the thickness of the shunt (𝑡𝑡sh). Hence, 

in the proposed structure, the leakage and magnetising 

inductances are decoupled from each other and can be regulated 

separately, leading the design process to higher flexibility.   

The leakage inductance distribution (between shunt, air and 

winding) of the proposed integrated transformer for different 

thicknesses of the shunt (𝑡𝑡sh) and distances from shunts to cores 

(ℓs) are shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively. As shown, the 

leakage inductance (𝐿𝐿lk) is mainly affected by shunt dimensions 

and ℓs. The leakage inductance, caused by the window area 

(𝐿𝐿lk−air) and windings (𝐿𝐿lk−winding), is only affected by the 

geometries of the core and PCB windings.  

The characteristics of the proposed integrated transformer are 

now fully investigated and it is shown that the transformer can 

be designed for most reasonable specifications of leakage and 

magnetising inductances. It does not need any low-permeability 

materials or segmental shunts. Therefore, the proposed 

transformer is a great candidate for use in an LLC resonant 

converter where it can integrate the magnetic components into 

only a single transformer. In the following, the operation of the 

proposed transformer when it is designed to be used in a typical 

LLC resonant converter is investigated and its modelling is 

verified by simulation and experimental results.     

III. SIMULATION RESULTS  

To verify the theoretical analysis presented in Section II, 

FEA simulation of the proposed integrated transformer is 

provided. Therefore, an integrated transformer is designed and 

its specification is presented in Table I. The leakage and 

magnetising inductances and the turns ratio of the designed 

transformer are selected according to the specification of an 

exemplar isolated LLC resonant converter presented in Table 

III. The tranformer core (E32/6/20/R-3F4) is selected based on 

the design guidlines outlined by core manufacturer in its 

catalogue [35], which provides charts indicating the appropriate 

core according to the stored energy and operating frequency. 

The thickness of the shunt and air-gap lengths (ℓg and ℓs) are 

estimated in order to provide the required leakage and 

magnetising inductances using (16) and (22) and considering 

the dimensions of the selected core. In addition, the windings 

are designed considering the dimensions, skin effect, their root-

mean-square (RMS) currents and the difficulty of 

manufacturing.  

The magnetic field intensity and flux density vectors for the 

proposed integrated transformer, while it is used in an LLC 

converter with specification presented in Table III, are shown 

in Figs. 6(a) and (b), respectively. According to Fig. 6, the 

magnetic field intensity and flux density vectors are dominant 

TABLE I 
PROPOSED STRUCTURE’S SPECIFICATION 

Symbol Parameter value 𝑁𝑁P Primary turns  10 𝑁𝑁S Secondary turns 2 𝑘𝑘P Turns per layer in primary 2 𝑘𝑘S Turns per layer in secondary 1 𝑖𝑖P Number of primary layers 5 𝑖𝑖S Number of secondary layers 2 ℎP, ℎS Primary and secondary conduction thickness 35    µm ℎ∆P, ℎ∆S Primary and secondary insulation thickness 30    µm 𝑡𝑡sh Shunt thickness 2.3   mm 𝑤𝑤sh Shunt wideness 1.5   mm ℓg Transformer air gap 0.28 mm ℓs Distance between shunt and cores  0.23 mm 𝑥𝑥P,  𝑥𝑥S Distance between primary and secondary 

windings and centre of cores 

1.5   mm 

1.5   mm 

 

                              
(a)                                                                                                                              (b) 

Fig. 7. Modelling validation by simulation study. (a) Leakage inductance (ℓg = 0.05𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). (b) Magnetising inductance (𝑡𝑡sh = 1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). E32/6/20/R-3F4, ℓs =

0.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. 
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Fig. 8. Loss distribution. (a) Proposed topology. (b) Inserted-segmental-shunt 

topology. Core: E32/6/20/R-3F4. 
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in the shunts and their air gaps (ℓs) rather than window area and 

PCB windings. The leakage flux and, therefore, inductance is 

mainly caused by the shunts. In addition, since the magnetic 

field intensity is highest in the core air gap (ℓg), the magnetising 

inductance is mainly affected by ℓg. The leakage and 

magnetising inductances versus thickness of the shunt (𝑡𝑡sh) and 

transformer air gap (ℓg) obtained from (16) and (22) and 

measured by FEA simulation are presented for the proposed 

topology in Figs. 7(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 7 shows a good 

agreement between the theoretical and simulation results, 

verifying the analysis of the proposed structure.   

The loss distribution and efficiency of the proposed topology 

and that of the segmental-shunt topology ,while they are used 

in the LLC converter at nominial operation, were calculated 

using FEA and are presented in Figs. 8(a) and (b), respectively. 

As shown, the proposed topology benefits from lower 

conduction losses and therefore provides higher efficiency.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

To verify theoretical analysis and simulation results, an 

integrated transformer based on the proposed structure with 

specification presented in Table I is built and its prototype is 

shown in Fig. 9. In addition, a recent proposed integrated 

transformer with inserted-segmental-shunt presented in [32, 33] 

is built with the same specification and is compared with the 

proposed topology, shown in Fig. 9.  

The measured leakage and magnetising inductances of the 

proposed topology at 200 kHz measured by an Omicron Bode 

100 analyser are shown in Table II. The measured values are 

close to the values obtained by modelling and simulation 

results. In addition, the AC resistance, primary self-inductance 

and leakage inductance versus frequency for the proposed 

topology and the segmental shunt topology are shown in Figs. 

10(a) and (b), respectively. The measurement was carried out 

by the precision impedance analyser Omicron Bode 100 while 

the windings and shunt were located inside the planar cores. As 

shown in Fig. 10, both transformers have similar magnetising 

and leakage inductances. However, the AC resistance of the 

topology with inserted segmental shunt is higher than the 

proposed topology because of its high fringing losses (as 

mentioned in [32, 33]). As seen in Fig. 2, in the proposed 

topology, the air-gaps of the shunt (labelled ℓs) are further from 

the windings, reducing their coupling with the fringing field and 

hence reducing losses. In the segmental topology, the air gaps 

TABLE II 

PARAMETERS OF THE IMPLEMENTED INTEGRATED TRANSFORMER 

Parameter Symbol Modelling Simulation Measurement 

Magnetising 

inductance  
𝐿𝐿m 28.7 µH 29.15 µH 29.4 µH 

Leakage 
inductance  

𝐿𝐿lk 10.3 µH 9.3 µH 9.4 µH 

 

 

Fig. 9. Prototypes of the proposed and inserted-segmental-shunt (conventional)

topologies. Core: E32/6/20/R-3F4.  

             
(a)                                                                                                                               (b) 

Fig. 10. AC resistance, primary self-inductance and leakage inductance versus frequency. (a) Proposed topology. (b) Inserted-segmental-shunt topology.  
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Fig. 11. Prototype of the designed LLC converter.  
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are between the lower and upper parts of the winding and 

therefore have greater coupling and therefore greater losses.  

To verify the performance of the proposed integrated 

transformer in practice, an LLC resonant converter is 

implemented with the specification presented in Table III 

calculated according to the design procedure outlined in [36], 

as shown in Fig. 11. In this design, the series and parallel 

inductances are integrated into the transformer. The waveforms 

of the converter operating at 210 kHz using (a) the proposed 

topology and (b) the topology with inserted-segmental-shunt 

are shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that the switches are turned 

on at zero voltage (ZVS) because the switch gate turns on after 

its drain-source voltage drops to zero.  

The efficiency of the implemented LLC converter using the 

proposed integrated transformer and inserted-segmental-shunt 

integrated transformer are shown in Fig. 13 for different output 

powers. It can be seen that, since the topology with inserted-

segmental-shunt suffers from higher AC resistance, it has a 

lower efficiency compared to the proposed topology. The 

efficiency of the converter is evaluated after removing the 

rectifier stage from the circuit since the losses from an 

asynchronous rectifier are higher than losses in the magnetics. 

Rectifier design is not the focus of this work and thus the 

rectifier is not optimized.  

Thermal images of the proposed topology and inserted-

segmental-shunt transformer at nominal operating conditions 

are shown in Figs. 14(a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen 

that the proposed transformer has a lower temperature (about 

2°C) compared to the inserted-segmental-shunt transformer 

since it benefits from lower losses. In addition, the windings 

have a higher temperature compared to the cores since they 

have higher losses, which confirms the loss distribution 

presented in Fig. 8.  

 It should be noted that the application of the proposed 

integrated transformer can be extended to other converters such 

as the phase-shifted full-bridge converters and dual-active-

bridge converters and is not only restricted to the LLC resonant 

converter.   

To sum up, not only does the proposed shunt-inserted 

integrated transformer address the main issues of the segmental 

shunt topology, but it also provides a higher efficiency without 

fundamentally redesigning the planar transformer or its 

associated converter.  

 
Fig. 13. Efficiency of the designed LLC converter without the rectifier stage 
using the proposed inserted-solid-shunt and conventional inserted-segmental-

shunt integrated transformers.  
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TABLE III 

THE IMPLEMENTED LLC CONVERTER’S SPECIFICATION 

Symbol Parameter value 𝑁𝑁P:𝑁𝑁S Turns ratio  10:2 𝐿𝐿m Magnetising inductance 29 µH 𝐿𝐿r Resonant (series) inductance 9 µH 𝐶𝐶r Resonant capacitance 39 nF 𝑉𝑉in  Input voltage  45-55 V 𝑉𝑉out Output voltage 5 V 𝑃𝑃out Output power 25 W 𝑓𝑓s Switching frequency 200-350 kHz 𝑆𝑆 Switches  IRF530N 𝐷𝐷 Rectifier diodes 12CTQ045 

 

 
 (a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 14. Thermal image of the transformer. (a) Proposed topology. (b) Inserted-

segmental-shunt topology.  
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𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  (20 V/div) 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑  (10 V/div) 

𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟  (2.5 A/div) 

                                          

𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  (20 V/div) 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑  (10 V/div) 

𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟  (2.5 A/div) 

 
(a)                                                                                                                    (b) 

Fig. 12. Experimental waveforms of the designed LLC converter. (a) Using proposed topology. (b) Using the inserted-segmental-shunt topology. 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 is drain to 

source voltage, 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠 is gate to source voltage and 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 is the resonant current (defined in Fig. 1).  
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V. CONCLUSION 

 A new topology for the shunt-inserted integrated planar 

transformers is proposed. The inserted shunts are solid in the 

proposed topology, leading to easier manufacturing compared 

to segmental shunt topology. In addition, the shunts are based 

on high-permeability materials like ferrite, which is widely 

available in the market with different sizes and lower price. 

Therefore, the proposed structure benefits from both 

advantages of the high-permeability segmental shunt and low-

permeability one-segment shunt topologies. The analysis and 

modelling of the proposed structure are presented. The leakage 

and magnetising inductances are decoupled from each other in 

the proposed structure and can be regulated separately, leading 

to a flexible design process. FEA simulation and experimental 

implementation are provided to verify the theoretical analysis. 

In addition, according to the presented results, the proposed 

topology can provide a higher efficiency compared to the 

inserted-segmental-shunt topology. An LLC resonant converter 

is also implemented to examine the performance of the 

proposed integrated transformer in practice. The prototype 

shows that the proposed topology can integrate all the three 

magnetic components of the LLC converter into a single planar 

transformer.   
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